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Introductions
Project Lead: Grace Adler 
Library Associate at Seattle Public Library (SPL)

This is a solo project! I served as Project Lead, Signage Designer, Reshelver, 
Index Editor, Donation Selector, and Collection Maintenance Specialist. I also 
be prepared weeded materials for disposal or donation as needed. 

They/Them/Theirs 

Capstone Sponsor: Aleya Stone
Adult/Teen Services Librarian until a promotion in March 2024, currently 
Library Services Manager of the Puyallup Public Library (PPL).

Aleya Stone reached out to the iSchool to suggest this Paperback 
collection project for the Puyallup Public Library (PPL). 

She/Her/Hers



The Problem
The uncataloged paperback collection had 
become overgrown and was long overdue for 
maintenance. The capstone sponsor also wanted 
to reduce the collection to just the shelves 
attached to the fireplace. 

Patrons were confused by signage, and found it 
hard to find titles. 

Due to the collection being uncataloged, there 
was no index to help library admin get a general 
sense of the collection. 

The newly freed shelves could be used for crafting 
and other passive program ideas. 



Overview of Project Steps
● Assessing current collection 
● Calculating the amount of weeding needed for proposed shelf 

reduction 
● Weeding from around 800 books to around 430 books 
● Preparing weeded books for disposal or book sale
● Adding approximately 60 new books from patron donations
● Shifting collection onto reduced shelves
● Developing and implementing new signage 
● Reorganizing collection to rough alphabetical order (last name of 

author/contributor) including marking letter on the top of books
● Developing and implementing collection index
● Continuous project feedback and brainstorming with project sponsor  



What do we mean by “uncataloged?” 
Uncataloged books are simply books not recorded 
in the library’s integrated library system (ILS). 
Patrons do not need to check them out as they 
have no due dates and no formal tracking system. 
In the case of the Puyallup system (pictured right), 
they are acquired exclusively through patron 
donations. 

The logic is that the cost of processing a typical 
library acquisition (adding protective coverings, 
cataloging, labeling, maintain a circulation 
record, and so on) is greater than the cost of the 
book itself. It takes considerably less man hours to 
simply sticker and shelve them. Reshelving and 
weeding the book are also considerably faster. 



This means there is no record if/when they are 
taken, how often they are circulated, if they are 
lost, weeded due to poor physical condition, and 
so on. 

For patrons, a huge benefit of these books is that 
they can be taken without an active account. In 
my own work at SPL (picture right), patrons often 
tell me that the lack of due dates or formal 
checkout process makes borrowing more 
accessible. 

Patrons do often find this concept confusing–it is 
one of the most common circulation questions I 
get (sometimes after they attempted to checkout 
the uncataloged book). For this reason, clear, 
accessible signage is essential. 

What do we mean by “uncataloged?” 



For this project, it brings up important questions about how to adjust your weeding and collection 
maintenance without any circulation records. 

For instance, the book pictured below was obviously weeded due to poor physical condition. As the 
collection is entirely donation driven, it cannot be directly replaced. Its damage might be concentrated to 
only one or two uses, or it might be due to high patron interest and frequent circulation. If the damage was 
drastically milder, you might risk a false assumption and keep the book due to signs of it actually being 
read. You want to avoid a uncataloged collection of pristine books that are only pristine due to the public’s 
complete lack of interest. 

 You have to get comfortable making collection maintenance decisions without key information. 

Challenges of Uncataloged Collections



What the collection looked like on Day 1 of Project 
Implementation, January 2024. 



The Math
To calculate how much weeding had to happen, I: 

● Used ruler measurements to estimate how many 
books fit on a shelf 

● Individually counted each book as I got to know the 
collection scope

Number of shelves being used at project start: 22

Desired amount of shelves at project completion: 10

Number of books, excluding currently circulating items, at 
project start: approximately 880

Number of books, excluding currently circulating items, at 
project finish: 427 

 



What is MUSTIE Weeding  
(ALA, 2017)? 

Misleading 

Ugly

Superseded

Trivial

Irrelevant

 or obtained Elsewhere

 

An obvious weed would be a nonfiction book older than 10 
years, especially if it contains health information like the diet 
book pictured above. 

 



One prioritized outcome is to increase the diversity of the 
paperback collection. Because the collection is donation driven 
and has no acquisitions budget, the library has minimal control 
over both the quantity and quality of diverse characters and 
narratives in its paperback collection. 

For this reason, I allowed myself to be more forgiving of small 
defects in physical condition if it meant acquiring more titles by 
an author of color. 

Keep in mind that in the traditional collection maintenance 
project you are trying not to spend more than a few minutes 
assessing the quality and relevance of each book. There are 
sometimes obvious red flags like a racial stereotype, but covers 
and book blurbs can be exceptionally misleading. 

 

Diversity Considerations for Weeding and Acquisition 



Diversity Considerations for Weeding and Acquisition 

What does it mean to have quality and variety for diverse books? 

Books with diverse protagonists written by white authors might 
contain underlying and overt bias, and the library industry standard is 
to seek out works by authors with lived experiences who can help 
diverse patrons see themselves in fiction (Flores & Osorio, 2021). 

For this collection, I noticed in the Romance genre that protagonists of 
color were much less likely to be on books self-described as 
“Heartwarming,” “Western,” or “Historical,” but were overrepresented 
for the self-described “Medical Romance” and “Desire” books. The 
history of such a trend is beyond the scope of this project. Rather than 
eliminate overrepresented tropes, selectors can prioritize the 
acquisition of books that increase the variety of tropes, settings, and 
paths for characters of color (Flores & Osorio, 2021). 

 



Considerations for Romance Novels 

The Sara Craven book (and the Sharon Kendrick book pictured 
behind it) is an example of a book that romanticizes a lack of 
consent and/or unethical power imbalance. It is not a library 
worker’s job to choose if romance readers can enjoy such a 
trope in a library book, as that is protected under professional 
principles like of ALA’s Freedom to Read (ALA, 2006). 

However, a collection maintenance professional might 
consider that newer versions of this trope often include 
content warnings, clearer sub-tropes (such as marriage of 
convenience), and self-awareness brought on heightened 
public scrutiny from the #MeToo movement. 

 



Considerations for Romance Novels 

In the case of this collection, there were about a dozen books 
containing this trope. This means readers who love these 
tropes can get a less outdated version of it elsewhere in the 
collection. So despite my personal aversion to such books, I 
focused on identifying which book had the best combination 
of physical condition and adherence to contemporary trope 
standards.

As DeMarco (2021) wrote, there is a big difference between 
the darker romance novels of the 2020s and what Hillary 
Clinton described as “women being grabbed and thrown on 
a horse and ridden off into the distance.”

 

https://bookriot.com/consent-in-romance-novels/


From the official Friends of the Library membership brochure. 

Where did the weeded books go?
● Friends of the Library bookstore
● Recycling/Disposal 

How do you prepare an 
uncataloged book for donation or 
disposal? 
● Remove or cover indicators that the book 

should be returned to the library. 
● Assess if book has water, mold, or other 

damage that prevents recycling.  

https://www.cityofpuyallup.org/DocumentCenter/View/1842/Friends-of-Library-Membership-PDF?bidId=


Selecting Acquisitions from Patron Donations
For an uncataloged collection, acquisitions are 
significantly faster. After assessing the book and 
selecting it for acquisition, all that is left to do is 
put a sticker on it marking it as part of the 
uncataloged collection, and shelve. 

For selection criteria, I used the Austin Public 
Library’s collection development policy (Materials 
Selection Policy, n.d.). Some sections (such as the 
cost of the material, budgetary restraints, and 
availability from the manufacturer) were not 
relevant. Some books were outside the scope of 
the paperback collection: a hardcover book, a 
book that wouldn’t physically fit on the shelves, 
and so on. 

 



Collection Signage: Before and After



Drafting WIPs in Canva for Sponsor Feedback



The sponsor and I agreed that this design had the best balance of bold, 
attention-grabbing imagery, required informational elements, and accessibility 

choices like the font and text size. 



Collection Signage: Before and After



The sponsor and I agreed to reorganize the books by author’s last name, with the 
first letter of their last name written on the top of the book, due to prior work 

experience. We both had experience being shelvers, so we knew this system is fast 
for employees to shelve. This is an ideal outcome for a collection that is meant to be 

maintained with minimal staff hours and occasional volunteer work.  



The capstone sponsor stated that I should do whatever I thought made sense for the collection index, so I 
had a lot of logistical freedom. 

One consideration is that as a volunteer, I could not have access to their ILS (Horizon) due to patron 
confidentiality and other professional restrictions. 

I decided to borrow find a pre-existing MARC record for each book by using tools like the Library of Congress 
catalog and the many library Bibliocommons. I knew formal MARC records would defeat the purpose of 
uncataloged books, and would make it harder for volunteers to update the index in the future. 

My logic was that using MARC records to copy information for a spreadsheet would prevent me from tracking 
down, for example, genre and publishing information that had already been established. 

Collection Index 



Link to Collection Index (View-Only)
After showing the capstone sponsor what I came up, it was agreed that this format made a lot of sense and 
helped library admin better understand the collection scope. 

The goal for this document was not to try and capture every book in circulation, as that defeats the purpose of 
an uncataloged collection. Its goal is to provide a snapshot into what the collection has in spring 2024. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QVePIxxE44_R45SD7H9sJk1Bjd2ZXJOqEO5O-RNhvNY/edit?usp=sharing


What the collection looked like on final day of Project 
Implementation, April 2024. 



Having a direct Covid exposure mid-project

● Can you project adapt to being work from home for a few 
weeks, without a collapse of your project timeline? 

Job promotion of sponsor mid-project

● After celebrating on their behalf, have you communicated 
about how, if at all, this might affect their schedule and time 
commitments? Does the successor to their prior position have 
access to the necessary files and information for further 
collection maintenance?

Books outside of collection scope

● Some potential acquisitions were literally too big fit on the 
shelves

● Learning the differences between paperback types, with mass 
market paperbacks being the primary collection goal. 

Project Surprises



● New crafting and passive programming (set up by librarians) due to freed shelf space (pictured below).
● Easier navigation and searching due to collection index.
● Assessment of current collection scope is easier due to index.  
● Borrower confidence that there are less books that are outdated, damaged, or irrelevant to their 

interests.  
● Updated signage to increase visibility of the collection and reduce patron confusion. 

Project Benefits



There are a three major work tasks that continue indefinitely: weeding, adding new books to the index, 
and selecting new books from existing donations. This has historically been done by either the adult 
librarian or volunteers, so there is precedent of the paperback collection being maintained by the 
Puyallup Public Library. 

If the collection were to grow past the physical bookshelf space now allotted for it, there would be a 
greater time pressure to weed the collection. Most library staff can identify a book in poor physical 
condition, so a lot of this work would be done through normal library workflows like book drop. 

Assessing new books for acquisition is usually done by a specific volunteer group, The Friends of the 
Library. They sort patron donations for discard, for their book sales, and for adding to the paperback 
collection. The adult services librarian might have to communicate to new and returning volunteers to 
keep an eye out for donations of diverse books, and to not select past the limits of the newly decreased 
collection space. 

Beyond 2024: Collection Maintenance



For the index, it does require some knowledge of how to find a MARC record for the book, though it does not 
require the user to know how to create a MARC record.

The index could be updated by the adult  services librarian, or alternatively, the library could decide to only 
index the books every few years to get a general sense of the collection. Grab-and-Go paperbacks are meant 
to take minimal effort from salaried staff like librarians, so an index update every year or two would be an 
acceptable plan if volunteers and staff were unavailable. 

.  

Beyond 2024: Collection Index



Grace Adler
They/Them
MLIS Online 2021-2024
grace_adler@alumni.brown.edu

Thank you for 
reading! 
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